
WBC Practice Guidelines 

 
Phase 3 Guidelines 

1. Post required state and WBC safety procedures outside Boathouse at facility entrance 
2. Conduct exact health screening for all coaches and participants as outlined by Governor’s Orders: 

“Adults should be asked if they are currently experiencing fever (100.4 degrees Fahrenheit or higher) 
or a sense of having a fever, a new cough that cannot be attributed to another health condition, new 
shortness of breath that cannot be attributed to another health condition, new chills that cannot be 
attributed to another health condition, a new sore throat that cannot be attributed to another health 
condition, or new muscle aches that cannot be attributed to another health condition or specific 
activity (such as physical exercise).” 

a. If anyone fails to meet the above criteria, they cannot attend practice. 
b. All participants must be tracked in iCrew 
c. Once rower passes safety check-in, check in with iCrew 
d. Parents or visitors must be checked (and wear mask at all times) 
e. Positive Covid test restricts access until MD clearance note 

3. Wear masks around facility except while in boats or exercising.  Stern mount boat coxswains shall have 
eye/nose/mouth coverage in a boat. Bring a resealable plastic bag to stow your mask while rowing. 
WBC will have some extras on hand.  

4. Hand sanitizer will be at picnic benches at boathouse and near dock so rowers can sanitize upon arrival 
and prior to departure from practice. 

5. Follow sanitizing procedures: 
a) Oars will be laid out by coaches or one designated athlete per boat 
b) Oars will be sanitized by coach or person retrieving them prior to practice 
c) Rowers will only handle their own oar once sanitized  
d) After practice, oars will be left out on rack, coaches will stow 
e) PFDs will be sprayed with disinfectant at end of practice 
f) Seats, shoes, contacted surfaces will be disinfected at end of practice 
g) Hulls will be wiped down with rags at end of practice 
h) Cox Boxes/Speedcoaches/mics will be disinfected at start/end of practice 
i) Any ergs or other exercise equipment will be disinfected after use 
j) Coaches shall disinfect launch and gas can at end of practice. 

6. Distancing guidelines (<250 people at facility): 
a) Maintain 6‘ of separation where practicable (rowing and carrying boats may be the only 

exception) 
b) Rowers will only be in boathouse to retrieve boats or cox boxes unless necessary for safety 
c) Boat launching and recovery will be sequenced to eliminate overlapping on dock, ramps, or 

inside boathouse 
d) Row with smaller, consistent groups to reduce exposure as practicable 
e) Smaller boats are preferable to 8s when practicable 

7. Rowing option – all rowers will have the option to row in a single shell rather than team boat at any 
practice.  Parents must approve team boat participation 

8. Covid Positive Protocol 
a) Rowers must notify WBC if they test positive so WBC can trace back possible exposure to others 

on iCrew 
b) MD note is required to attend practice after an infection 
c) Any rower who knowingly violates infection protocol will result in termination of Club 

membership 


